Commercial Agreement and new CEO
Malta 21.01.2020
On 23 December 2019, River iGaming p.l.c announced that it
planned to concentrate on building a strong and dedicated
strategy whereby it would focus on developing its B2B
verticals in 2020. 2020 has started positively with its wholly
owned subsidiary River Technologies Limited concluding a SAAS
agreement with Tech4s Limited, a company registered in Cyprus.
The agreement carries a minimum contractual revenue of €4.8M,
and has been concluded on market terms. This will provide
River Technologies Limited with a solid foundation through
which its product can continue to be developed and aligned to
the business strategy.
Following the realignment of the strategy of the Group, Mr
Kent Staahle, CEO of River iGaming, has decided to step down
from his executive role. Mr Staahle will remain a Director of
the Company and continue to work strategically to support
River`s B2B strategy.
David Eynon has been appointed as CEO of River iGaming Plc
with immediate effect. David Eynon joined the Group in January
of 2019 and has held the position of Commercial Director and
Vice President. Mr. Eynon has over 15 years of experience with
extensive knowledge of the regulatory gambling industry and
market entry planning across all channels and products.
Mr. Eynon started his Gaming career in Compliance working in
the UK with Betfair. He moved to Malta, moving into the
commercial side of the industry with Tipico managing emerging
markets from business case to market entry. Prior to joining
River iGaming, Mr Eynon also held senior positions with Betit
and GiG focusing on building strategies for growth across
markets, products and acquisition.
For further information please contact: David Eynon, CEO River
iGaming Phone: +356 79053233 Email:
david.eynon@riverigaming.com About River iGaming: River
iGaming p.l.c is a technology company within the iGaming
industry, offering an attractive ecosystem of companies
throughout the iGaming value chain. River iGaming p.l.c
operates out of Malta and is listed on the Merkur Market under
the ticker symbol “RIVER-ME”. For more information about River
iGaming p.l.c: https://www.riverigaming.com

